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5 different stages of analytics maturity and the 
capabilities which underpin them

Insights maturity curve

Stage 1

Analytically 
Impaired

Stage 2

Localised 
Analytics

Stage 4

Analytical 
CompaniesStage 3

Analytical 
Aspirations

Analytics

Visualization

Rise of the Data Scientist

Managed Analytics

Big Data

Crowd Sourcing

Internet of Things

Machine Learning

Digital Enterprise 

BI/Reporting

Stage 5

Insight Driven 
Organisation

Aware of analytics, 
but little to no 
infrastructure and 
poorly defined 
analytics strategy

Adopting analytics, 
building capability 
and articulating an 
analytics strategy in 
silos

Expanding ad-hoc 
analytical capabilities 
beyond silos and into 
mainstream business 
functions

Industrializing
analytics to 
aggregate & 
combine data from  
broad sources  into 
meaningful content 
and new ideas

Transforming
analytics to 
streamline decision 
making across all 
business functions



The market has changed 
considerably

What is an Insight Driven Organisation?

What clients are 
asking for has 

changed… It used 
to be “can you 

help us do some 
analytics”

Now its – “we 
want to do 

that ourselves, 
regularly”

“Can you 
teach us to 
catch our 

own fish?”



“Analytics uses data to deliver insights about 
the organization and its environment. 
Successful analytics projects build the 

mindset and ability to make data-supported 
decisions.” 

What is an Insight Driven Organisation?



Value generation

Trusted insight

Vision

Changing the mind-set

Purple people

Digital delivery

Enterprise science Enabling platform

Constructing a 
technical 
capability which 
scales to your 
long term vision

Developing a 
repeatable 
process to test 
and industrialise 
analytics

Building a team 
with the right 
balance of 
business and 
technical skills to 
deliver actionable 
business insights

Leveraging 
digital 
transformation 
to ensure 
insights are 
visual and 
intuitive 

Ensuring the 
Analytics Vision 
aligns to and 
supports 
corporate goals 
and objectives

Understanding 
the value from 
Analytics and 
prioritising 
initiatives 
appropriately

Evolving a 
culture of 
asking crunchy 
questions and 
addressing 
cognitive bias

Ensuring that 
data and 
analysis is 
accurate, 
trusted and 
assured

Internet of Things

Incorporating 
structured, 
unstructured, 
internal and 
external data for 
insights 
everywhere

PLAN - Asking the right questions

ALIGN - Doing the right analysis

ACT - Taking the right actions

Redesigning 
your processes 
and operations 
to act on 
analytical 
insights

Re-engineering the 
business

Organising for success

Organising for 
ongoing success 
and sequencing 
activities to 
deliver early 
benefits 

Becoming an Insight Driven Organization 
Considering analytics with a wider lens than just 
technology



Vision Ensuring the vision aligns to 
and supports corporate 
goals and objectives

Aligning on the vision for an analytics 
organization is both the most important and 
often the most overlooked element of 
becoming an IDO. Some questions to think 
about:
• What type of analytics organization do 

we want to be? 
• Do we want to use data to innovate 

existing services and businesses?
• Will we want to monetize our data and 

use this to diversify revenue streams?
• Can we use the ecosystem of suppliers 

and partners to build a new offering, 
underpinned by data?

Whatever it is – get aligned!



Value Generation
Understanding the value from analytics and prioritizing 
initiatives appropriately

Almost ironically in a 
discipline driven by 
math and statistics, 

measuring the value of 
analytics is incredibly 

difficult

Understanding value 
drivers and creating a 

value matrix and 
scoring mechanism 

will help you prioritize 
analytics projects

All analytics projects 
are not created equal 

Have a solid 
selection system in 

place!



Organizing for Success
Organizing for ongoing success and sequencing 
activities to deliver early benefits 

Approaching IDO as a 
2-3 year transformation 

isn’t going to work –
you need to think ‘agile 

implementation
Small incremental steps, 
quick wins gained in 6-
8 weeks will help you 
build credibility and 

generate momentum 
for your analytics 

journey

Whilst getting the quick 
wins you can 

simultaneously think 
about constructing the 
capabilities you need 
longer term (talent, 

operating model, data 
quality…)

Plan the journey in stages!



Building a team with the right balance 
of business and technical skills

Purple People

The right team for becoming a successful IDO requires a 
diverse skillset, ideally in what is called “purple people”

Don`t focus on finding purple persons….
Get a purple team!

“Red” skillset
• Data 

Scientists
• Programmers
• Statistics

“Blue” skillset
• Analysis
• Industry 

Knowledge
• Change & 

communication

“Purple” skillset



Internet of Things
Incorporating structured, unstructured, 
internal and external data
The sheer volume of information being generated 
everyday from an ever larger number of sources has 
increased at an astounding rate. Two initiatives can 
help you navigate this sea of data:

Data catalogue

Creating and managing a catalogue of what data is 
held, and where, and who the responsible owner is, 
will enable teams to keep abreast of what is available 
and have easier access to key information

Data scouts

Applying resources to scout for useful external and 
internal data sources will help to ensure analytics 
projects remain cutting edge and are using the most 
relevant information



Trusted Insight Ensuring that data and analysis is 
accurate, trusted and assured will 
increase the use of data for decision 
making

Of course you need good quality, but…

If you try and get 100% data perfection, you’ll 
be waiting most of your life

Instead use proof of concepts to prioritize data 
sources and clean them up as you go

Cleaning data in bite size chunks as you go is 
much more effective than trying to do a big-bang



Developing a repeatable process to test and industrialize 
analytics

Insight Process

The insight process is how we refer to the creation, testing and industrialization of 
analytics proofs of concept You can think of this in 6 simple steps:

• Clarify requirements
• Identify required data
• Agree on deliverables

Generate the ‘crunchy question’ or 
idea for your PoC

• Set up a data environment
• Clean and transform data
• Load data to the lab

Gather the data and do the analysis

• Define analytics approach
• Identify appropriate analytical package
• Agree on standardized approaches

Test and design and iterate the 
output

• Execute analysis
• Test outputs with stakeholders
• Iterate

Measure the value

• Summarize findings
• Communicate results to stakeholdersIndustrialize the PoC

• Define actions and next steps to 
utilize the findings from the analysis

Push the insights out into the 
business – make it stick!
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Constructing a technical capability which scales to your 
long term vision

Enabling Platform

There’s a reason we leave technology to further down the discussion – IDO should 
not be led from a technology perspective but of course it plays a fundamental role

How do you construct an architecture that is agile enough 
to move with the speed of the industry? How do you see 
through the hundreds of latest and greatest solutions 
available? How much do you really need to spend?!

Start small
Build a 

sandbox 
outside your 
production 

environment
Reduce 

blind spots
All those 

clever little 
Excel 

sheets…

Change IT`s 
value 

proposition
Let your systems 
become business 

enablers



Changing the mind-set
Evolve to a culture of asking crunchy questions

Do not underestimate the amount of change needed throughout the IDO journey. 
This is where we see many organizations stumble. Make sure to do the following 
four activities:

Build a compelling picture of the future, with a clear benefits case, 
that will steer people in the right direction, align them behind a 
common goal and motivate them into action

Develop a cohort of leaders across the business who are advocates 
for the program and who clearly, consistently and powerfully 
articulate the need for change and the future direction

Identify key figures across the business to create a ‘pull’ from the 
business for the changes the program will bring about and develop 
real business ownership of the change journey ahead

The right team from across the business to design the solution and 
plan the activity and support needed to make the change land well

Communicate

Advocate

Engage

Mobilize



Digital Delivery
Leveraging digital transformation to ensure insights are 
visual and intuitive 

Purpose
Why is this visualization being created? What business questions does it 
need to answer?
Audience
Who is it the visualization created for? How will it be viewed? For how long?
Content
What are the most important metrics? What are the relationships that 
matter?
Structure
Is the most important information clearly shown? Is the layout enhancing the 
message?
Insight
Does the visualization answer the user’s questions? Does it align with the 
purpose?
Visual
How does the visualization look and feel? Is it visually appealing?

Good visualization is worth a billion data points!



End-to-end processes need to be 
reconsidered and redefined to optimally 
leverage the newly available insights

Re-engineering the business
Redesigning your processes
and operations to act on 
analytical insights

If analytics isn’t changing the ways in 
which you operate your business and 
make decisions then there is something 
missing....
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Questions?



Becoming an IDO relies on the fundamental building blocks of People, Process, 
Data and Technology being in place and informed by an Analytics Strategy. Each 
building block represents an area to cover on your IDO journey. Deloitte has the 
capability and experience in each of these building blocks to help you on your 
journey

Strategy Stakeholder
Management

Analytics 
Vision InnovationValue Drivers &

Business Case
Operating 

Model

People Talent

Change 
Journey & 
Decision 
Process

Leadership Knowledge 
Management

Process Ideation &
Prioritisation

Process
Re-engineering

Agility & 
Scalability

Governance

Technology Reference 
Architecture

Tech 
Disruptors & 

Vendor 
Strategy

Discovery 
Zone

Cloud vs. 
On Premise

Data Data Quality &
Management

Information
Model & 

Data Sources

Regulation &
Compliance

Ethics & 
Sharing

Data 
Monetisation

Organisation 
Design

Benefits 
Realisation

Security, 
Reliability &
Continuity

Becoming an Insight Driven Organization 
The essential building blocks for your IDO journey
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